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Eventually, you will totally discover a new experience and ability by spending more cash. still when? attain you
give a positive response that you require to acquire those every needs behind having significantly cash? Why
dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to understand
even more around the globe, experience, some places, following history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your no question own become old to feat reviewing habit. in the midst of guides you could enjoy now is
augustine in his own words project muse below.

The Confessions of St. Augustine-Saint
Augustine (of Hippo) 1844

Augustine in His Own Words-Saint Augustine
(Bishop of Hippo.) 2010 This volume offers a
comprehensive portrait--or rather, self-portrait,
since its words are mostly Augustine's own-drawn from the breadth of his writings and from
the long course of his career
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Augustine and the Catechumenate-William
Harmless 2014-12-30 As one of the most
influential thinkers in Christian history, St.
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Augustine (354–430) had a flair for teaching and
meditated deeply on the mysteries of the human
heart. This study examines a little-known side of
his career: his work as a teacher of candidates
for baptism. ln the revised edition of this seminal
book, both the text and notes have been revised
to better reflect the state of contemporary
scholarship on Augustine, liturgical studies, and
the catechumenate, both ancient and modern.
This edition also includes new findings from
some of the recently discovered sermons of
Augustine and incorporates new perspectives
from recent research on early Christian biblical
interpretation, debates on the Trinity, the
evolution of the liturgy, and much more. This
reconstruction of Augustine’s catechumenate
provides fresh perspectives on the day-to-day life
of the early church and on the vibrancy and
eloquence of Augustine the preacher and
teacher.

God's Incomparable Word-Harold Lindsell
1978-07

In His Own Words-Lila Empson 2004 Focusing
specifically on the words of Jesus, "In His Own
Words" offers 44 brief yet profound devotions for
Christians from all walks of life. Expounding on
each Scripture passage by presenting "The Story
Behind What Jesus Said," each reading then
offers reflections on how Jesus' words apply
today.

Engaging Augustine on Romans-Daniel Patte
2003-01-01 "Paula Frederiksen explores the ways
that Augustine uses a literal interpretation of the
Bible to understand the role of Israel, Jews, and
Judaism in his theology of history. Thomas F.
Martin uses Augustine's later works to
demonstrate how Augustine reads Romans as he
develops his "method of discovery," or

The Word of God According to St. AugustineAndries Derk Rietema Polman 1961
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hermeneutics. Eugene TeSelle examines the
inner conflict that Augustine expresses in his
sermons on Romans 7 and 8. Simon Gathercole
analyzes the ways that Augustine reads natural
law and restored nature in Romans as a result of
his conversion. John K. Riches looks at the impact
Augustine's readings have had on Pauline critical
studies. Using Galatians and Romans, Peter J.
Gorday explores the patristic debate about
reading Romans. Daniel Patte offers Augustine as
a model for the practice of "scriptural criticism"
of the New Testament. Finally, Krister Stendhal
provides a response to the essays."--BOOK
JACKET.Title Summary field provided by
Blackwell North America, Inc. All Rights
Reserved

The Bible in the Balance-Harold Lindsell 1979

Nine Sermons of Saint Augustine on the
Psalms-Saint Augustine (Bishop of Hippo.) 1958

Augustinian Studies- 1982

The Augustine Contribution-J. Bernard Seps
1968

A Companion to the Study of St. AugustineRoy Wesley Battenhouse 1955
Great Books of the Western World:
Augustine- 1952
Philosophy of Education-Philosophy of
Education Society (U.S.) 1998
Augustine and the Latin Classics-Harald
Hagendahl 1967
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Augustine (Bishop of Hippo.) 1956

The Theological Distinction of Sins in the
Writings of St. Augustine-Eugene Francis
Durkin 1952

Romance-Kevin Brownlee 1985 Thirteen
scholars examine changing conceptions of the
romance genre that flourished widely during the
formative centuries of French, Italian, & Spanish
literature.

Great Americans in Their Own Words1990-02 A collection of autobiographical writing
from the public and private lives of some of
America's greatest men and women.

St. Augustine on Eternal Life-Desmond Joseph
Leahy 1939

Augustine, De Fide Et Symbolo-Saint
Augustine (of Hippo) 1987

Saint Augustine's Childhood-Saint Augustine
(Bishop of Hippo.) 2001 Covers the early life of
the seminal Christian thinker and includes
analysis of the structure, themes, and meaning of
St. Augustine's classic work.

University of California Publications in
Semitic Philology- 1951

The Library of Christian Classics: Augustine:
earlier writings- 1953
The Works of Aurelius Augustine: The
Sermon on the Mount expounded ; and, The
harmony of the evangelists-Saint Augustine (of

Writings of Saint Augustine: Letters-Saint
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Hippo) 1873

Augustine (of Hippo) 1881

St. Augustine--pastoral Theologian-Trevor
Taylor Rowe 1974

Basic Writings of Saint Augustine: The city
of God. On the Trinity-Saint Augustine (Bishop
of Hippo.) 1948

St Augustine of Hippo-Gerald Bonner 1986
This outline of the career of St. Augustine
(354-430) discusses three major fields of his
writings: against the Manichees, the Donatists
and the British theologian Pelagius, who
maintained a theology of divine Grace which saw
infant baptism as desirable but not essential for
salvation. Augustine's attacks on Pelagianism
initiated a debate which remains controversial to
this day.

Good Words- 1867

Auslegung- 2000

The Works of Aurelius Augustine: The city of
God-Saint Augustine (of Hippo) 1871

Saint Augustine's Memory-Saint Augustine (of
Hippo) 2002 Follows the writer's meditative
reflections on his life before and after baptism,
during which he considers the role of memory in
the shaping of identity and one's relationship
with God.

Essays in Literature- 1980

The Works of Aurelius Augustine: The city of
God, translated by Marcus Dods. [1934-Saint
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Augustine Mystic and Mystagogue-Frederick
Van Fleteren 1994 This volume, entitled
"Augustine: Mystic and Mystagogue," studies the
origins of Augustine's mystical writings,
analyzing texts in which Augustine describes his
own anagogic experiences and mysticism in
general, and demonstrating the influence of
Augustine's mystical analyses on later writers.
The book is divided into four parts. In the
Introduction, the editors posit critical questions
concerning the nature of mysticism and present a
monograph from the mid-1930's in English
translation, wherein the author critiques many
ascensional passages in Augustine. In the section
on Augustine as Mystic, eight authors assess
Augustine's descriptions of his own ascents-ofmind, and his generalizations upon them. In the
section on the influence of Augustine's
mysticism, ten authors examine the sway
exercised by Augustine over medieval mystical
writings. Finally, in the Conclusion, the editors of
this volume express their own judgments
concerning Augustine as both mystic and

Augustine Today-William S. Babcock 1993
"Dialogue" is one of American religion's
shopworn terms. Although we hear much talk
about dialogue, very little of it actually takes
place. Religious discourse - especially about
politics and public affairs - is increasingly
polarized, involving much contestation but little
conversation. If truths are to be tested, however,
there is no substitute for dialogue. Arising out of
conferences sponsored by the Center on Religion
and Society in New York City, the Encounter
Series presents a diverse group of people theologians, ethicists, philosophers, and publicpolicy experts from across the political and
religious spectrum - in dialogue on a variety of
controversial issues. Each Encounter Series
volume includes not only the essays presented at
the conference but also a lively narrative of the
subsequent discussion, allowing the reader to
experience more fully the actual give-and-take of
genuine dialogue.
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mystagogue and present the assessments of two
other authors.

available. The Works of Saint Augustine, A
Translation for the 21st Century will be
translated into 49 published books. To date, 41
books have been published by NCP containing 93
of The Works of Saint Augustine, A Translation
for the 21st Century. Augustine's writings are
useful to anyone interested in patristics, church
history, theology and Western civilization. -Publisher.

The Collected Essays & Addresses of the Rt.
Hon. Augustine Birrell, 1880-1920-Augustine
Birrell 1968

Expositions of the Psalms-Saint Augustine (of
Hippo) 2000 In 1990, New City Press, in
conjunction with the Augustinian Heritage
Institute, began the project knows as: The Works
of Saint Augustine, A Translation for the 21st
Century. The plan is to translate and publish all
132 works of Saint Augustine, his entire corpus
into modern English. This represents the first
time in which The Works of Saint Augustine will
all be translated into English. Many existing
translations were often archaic or faulty, and the
scholarship was outdated. New City Press is
proud to offer the best modern translations
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Platonic Recollection and Augustinian
Memory-James Vandermark Lowe 1986

The Registers of the Church of St. Augustine
the Less, Bristol, 1577-1700-Arthur Sabin
1956
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